There are many reasons to verify the performance of your SITRANS F M electromagnetic flow meter. Whether you need to ensure that the meter’s accuracy complies with local agency requirements, provide a customer with a certificate of verification for billing purposes, or simply perform some troubleshooting, the SITRANS F M Verificator Service Program from Siemens is your most cost-efficient solution.

The Verificator Service Program saves money by allowing you to rent a SITRANS F M Verificator for a predetermined amount of time rather than purchasing one outright. This reliable and easy-to-use on-site verification system performs a variety of fully automated tests to check:

- Insulation of the entire flow meter system, including cables
- Magnetic properties of the sensor
- Signal converter gain, linearity and zero point
- Signal converter digital and analog output

And once testing is complete, the Verificator can provide you with printed reports certifying all results.
How it works
To participate in the Verificator Service Program, simply submit a purchase order for your rental period of choice through the normal channels. Your rental will include a Verificator unit, all required software, a step-by-step guide, a checklist and free return shipping.

Wide range of products
The following SITRANS F M electromagnetic sensors can be verified when combined with a MAG 5000 or 6000 transmitter (IP67 enclosure and rack mount configuration only):

- MAG 1100
- MAG 1100 F
- MAG 3100
- MAG 3100 HT
- MAG 3100 P
- MAG 5100 W

Saves valuable time
If you don’t have the time to print your own reports, no problem! Siemens will be happy to download your test certificates and mail them to you within 48 hours.

Expert on-site assistance
To make the Verificator Service Program even more convenient, a Siemens flow measurement expert can conduct all testing on your behalf. A detailed report will be provided upon conclusion. This option is separate from the equipment rental and will incur an additional expense, so please be sure to ask for it specifically if required.

24/7 technical support
Siemens is always available to walk you through the flow meter troubleshooting process once your Verificator arrives. Just call Siemens Technical Support at 1-800-333-7421 or submit an online request at https://support.automation.siemens.com/us

For more information about the SITRANS F M Verificator Service Program, please contact Siemens Customer Care at 1-800-365-8766 x4519 or piabusales.industry@siemens.com.

The information provided in this flyer contains merely general descriptions or characteristics of performance which in case of actual use do not always apply as described or which may change as a result of further development of the products. An obligation to provide the respective characteristics shall only exist if expressly agreed in the terms of contract.

All product designations may be trademarks or product names of Siemens or supplier companies whose use by third parties for their own purposes could violate the rights of the owners.